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"[Physicians] were not prepared to discard therapies validated by both tradition and their own experience on account of somebody else's numbers."¹

"[Doctors] make clinical decisions based on how the last patient did, how their friends are treating patients and what the latest article by an authority says they should do..."²

"Evidence based medicine is the conscientious, explicit, and judicious use of current best evidence in making decisions about the care of individual patients. The practice of evidence based medicine means integrating individual clinical expertise with the best available external clinical evidence from systematic research."³

"The laudable goal of making clinical decisions based on evidence can be impaired by the restricted quality and scope of what is collected as 'best available evidence'."⁴

"Easy to mandate and difficult to implement, principles of evidence-based medicine (EBM) applied to psychiatry and neurology provide much promise but also many pitfalls. On one hand, clinicians' judicious use of EBM can inform clinical decision making; on the other hand, EBM can be misused "as a stick by which policy-makers and academics beat clinicians".⁵ Frequently missing from EBM discussions is a critical appraisal of the quality and quantity of available evidence.

EBM was imported to the United States from France in 1835 with the formation of the Boston Society of Medical Observation at the Massachusetts General Hospital. Luminaries of American medicine, including Oliver Wendel Holmes, were intrigued by Pierre Charles Alexandre Louis’ numerical method that cast doubt on the efficacy of blood letting to treat inflammatory diseases.⁶ Nevertheless, clinical observations and expertise, along with opinions from thought leaders, ie “eminence based medicine”,⁷ continued as the basis of medicine until the advent of double-blind, randomized controlled clinical trials (RCTs) championed by Sir Austin Bradford Hill in 1952.⁸ In 1955, Tom Chalmers was among the first modern researchers who challenged opinion as fact. He was a proponent of randomization to decrease bias and meta-analyses to integrate findings.⁹ Alvan Feinstein and others applied principles of epidemiology to clini-
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clinical research as a basic science of clinical medicine that could inform clinical decisions. The rubric of EBM was resurrected and disseminated by David Sackett (influenced by Tom Chalmers) and colleagues in Canada in the 1990's. Their center for EBM continues to have influence.

EBM sounds good, but here is where the difficulty resides: Because the majority of published RCTs are designed by pharmaceutical companies for approval of medications by regulatory agencies, and not designed to inform clinical care, much of the available evidence fails to inform every-day clinical decisions.

RCTs that test a new intervention or a new indication for an existing intervention, known as efficacy or explanatory trials, ask a specific question: does the intervention change the target of interest? Usually structured as a placebo or active controlled study with extensive and strict inclusion and exclusion criteria, these trials are designed to detect a signal compared to active treatment or placebo. These trials generate information such as the statistical significance of the difference in changes in a depression symptom scale for a new antidepressant compared to placebo.

Pragmatic (effectiveness) trials address a different question: does the intervention work in real-world clinical practice? Pragmatic trials can be informative in ways distinct from efficacy or explanatory trials by informing clinicians' decisions. Pragmatic trials employ methods that would not usually be accepted for efficacy trials (eg, open treatment with the research clinician and participant knowing the treatment assignment as well as inclusion of a broad spectrum of comorbid conditions). These studies, if well designed, usefully inform clinical decisions. If poorly designed, with too many sites, with too few participants at each site, with too many strata that dilute interpretation because cells are empty, and with too many outcomes, then these studies can lead to misinterpretation of the data. This is especially so if readers interpret the lack of statistical significance as evidence of the absence of a difference as opposed to absence of evidence of a difference. For example, the CATIE trial for schizophrenia found no statistically significant difference between several antipsychotics but this does not mean that a difference does not exist.

Reviews frequently rank the quality of evidence for EBM, placing RTCs at the top of the hierarchy - and most of these are efficacy trials (see Cochrane Reviews and BMJ Evidence series). Randomization reduces particular types of biases, specifically treatment by indication, susceptibility bias, and ascertainment biases. But as Feinstein wrote:

"Randomization is not a scientific method; it is an invaluable statistical strategy for the mathematical exploitation of uncertainty."

Frequently missing from the assessment of evidence is the evaluation of invitation bias (did clinicians refer specific patients and not others to participate in studies? If so, were the more severely ill systematically excluded by researchers because compassionate researchers did not want to expose them to placebo?) and volunteer bias (of those who responded to an advertisement to participate in clinical research, were screened, and who agreed to randomization, including exposure to placebo, and subsequently allowed to enter the study, how much did they differ from the spectrum of patients seen in clinical settings?). We face the additional problem that studies can't study all patients and all clinical problems.

Where do these clinical epistemological challenges leave us clinicians? They leave us having to use all sources of the best evidence in the best way that we can. They leave us with the pleasures of lifelong challenges to critically appraise evidence, to read key studies and meta-analyses with great care and attention to detail. They leave us with the need to maintain an attitude of healthy skepticism while avoiding extreme nihilism (eg, scientific data are useless, no one knows anything about anything, and doctors consistently make bad decisions). Finally, they leave us with a desire to always improve and grow our knowledge and clinical skills. A desire for growth, by the way, consistent with our psychological well being.
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ERRATUM
In a September 2009 supplement to CNS Spectrums (2009; 14(9): 1-7), it was incorrectly stated that Lexapro (escitalopram) has been available in generic form since May 2006.

Lexapro is not currently available in generic form and Forest Laboratories retains patent exclusivity through March 2012.

CNS Spectrums regrets and apologizes for the error.